
THE DUALITY OF MAN AND MACHINE 

Balthazar is a sophisticated and
imposing high-precision robot clock
displaying jumping hours, retrograde
seconds and a 35-day power reserve. 
But beware . . . there is also a dark side
to Balthazar, as there is in all of us.
Inspired by the Epic Stars Wars saga,
and Famous C-3PO Robot, Balthazar is
your new robot companion, your
childhood dream robot. 

Balthazar rotates around the hips 180°;
Then everything changes: smiling
Balthazar becomes a darker terrifying
version. The cold hard skull with
menacing teeth and deep-set ruby-red
eyes, all inspired from the Terminator
movies. 
Its chest contains the moon phase
display, which you can adjust manually,
providing one of many of Balthazar's
tactile pleasures. Additionally, his arms
articulate at both the shoulders and the
elbows, and his hands can clasp and
hold objects.

BALTHAZAR
L’EPEE 1839 x MB&F

Inspiration



"Slow" jumping hours
and sweeping minutes,
displayed by twin discs
on the chest

20-second retrograde displays
in the eyes: red "pupils"
scanning the surroundings 

35-days power reserve
indicator: dial on the
belly provides view of
remaining energy

BRIGHT SIDE

Rotating
torso
180°

The escapement and the balance
wheel are under a glass dome
symbolizing the robot’s brain



Double hemisphere perpetual moon
phase indicator: phases of the moon are
displayed on a disc

 Action Figure robot
with movable arms
and fingers, which

can hold objects

DARK SIDE

Robot shield featuring
an integraded

double-depth square 
winding key

Winding and setting the
time with the key

Rotating
torso
180°



BALTHAZAR
L’EPEE 1839 x MB&F

Limited Edition
50 pieces per colour in Black 50.6803/201  
Silver 50.6803/104, Blue 50.6803/401 Green
50.6803/301
Also available in special Limited Editions of
only 20 pieces per version: 
Full Gold  50.6803/001
Full Black 50.6803/211 

Movement
L’Epée 1839 in-house designed and
manufactured movement.
Power Reserve 35-day 
Balance frequency: 18,000 bph / 2.5Hz 

Manual-winding
Double-depth square socket key sets time
and winds movement; when not in use the
key integrates into a dedicated slot in the
robot’s shield 

Dimensions & Weight
39.4 cm high x 23.8 cm wide (depending on
position of the arms) x 12.4 cm (boot size) 

Weight: 8.2 kg 

Materials
Blown glass dome 
Brass and stainless steel 
Palladium plating / Gold plating  

Finishing
Polishing, sandblasting, circular and vertical
satin finishing 

20 PIECES
 LIMITED EDITION

50 PIECES
 LIMITED EDITION


